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ABSTRACT: Flat lenses when compared to curved surface lenses have the advantages of being aberration free and 

they offer a compact design necessary for a myriad of electro-optical applications. In this paper we present flat and 

ultra-thin lenses based on graphene, the world’s thinnest known material. Monolayers and low number multilayers 

of graphene were fabricated into Fresnel zones to produce Fresnel zone plates which utilize the absorption 

properties of graphene for their operation. The working of the lens and their performance in the visible and terahertz 

regimes was analyzed computationally. Experimental measurements were also performed to characterize the lens in 

the visible regime and a good agreement was obtained with the simulations. The work demonstrates the principle of 

atom thick graphene-based lenses, with perspectives for ultra-compact integration. 
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Fresnel zone plates are diffractive optical elements capable of focusing light.  Unlike curved lenses, Fresnel zone 

plates are based in diffractive rings that deform the field.1 When the rings are properly design it is possible to 

produce constructive interference at a given focal point. Binary intensity Fresnel zone plates use a flat surface with a 

set of radially symmetric rings, which alternate between opaque and transparent.2 Fresnel zone plate offers the 

possibility of designing high numerical aperture (NA) lens with low weight and small volume. It is hence, widely used 

in silicon based electronics with various applications, such as optical interconnects,3 integrated optics,4 beam 

focusing5, 6 and maskless lithography systems.7  

In this paper we demonstrate Fresnel zone plates (FZP) based lenses made by graphene. Each graphene FZP lens 

has twenty four zones, with a radius of about 50 µm. This is a major achievement in realizing efficient ultrathin 

lenses, which has the potential to improve the capabilities of compact optical systems, such as laser focusing for 

optical storage and fibre-optic communication.  

A thin lens is defined as one with a thickness that is negligible compared to the focal length of the lens. Currently, 

lenses are not thin or flat enough to remove distortions, which limit imaging. Previously aberration was corrected by 

techniques such as aspheric shapes or multilens designs, resulting in heavy weight and extra space. Hence, it is very 

important to develop ultrathin lenses and FZPs offers a suitable solution. From the theoretical perspective a 

diffractive element like FZPs can achieve efficiencies close to 100% with diffraction limited performance8, 9. However, 

the physical constrains limits these possibilities. For instance, the relief of the diffractive plane is one of the sources 

of multiple aberrations in the focal plane.10 Therefore, thin diffraction elements are desirable for the reduction of 

such distortions.  

 The ultrathin lens based on 60 nm thick gold metasurface, fabricated by Federico Capasso et al.,11 is considered to 

be a milestone to revolutionise consumer technology form factor. Here we report on the development of an 

ultrathin FZP lens using graphene on glass with a few nanometers thickness. Graphene is a single two-dimensional 

(2D) layer of carbon,12 exhibiting an unique set of opto-electronic properties, in particular high optical transparency, 

low reflectance and a high carrier mobility at room temperature.13, 14 This enables multiple functions of signal 

emitting, transmitting, modulating, and detection to be realized in one material15 and makes graphene a promising 

choice for optoelectronic devices.16 In the visible regime, the optical transmittance of single layer graphene is 

frequency-independent and solely determined by the fine structure constant α=e2/ħc (c is the speed of light): 

     
   

 
 
  

           , in which G is universal conductivity of graphene17. Compared with the 

transmittance, the reflectance of graphene under normal light incidence is relatively weak with             

        . 

However, the opacity of multi-layer graphene will increase linearly with the number of layers, N, (       ). 

Unlike single-layer graphene, according to Skulason et al.,18 few-layer graphene could have very high reflection 

contrast, indicating the possibility of making FZP lens of graphene on glasses. For the FZP based lenses the focal 

length f of the lens is related to the radii r of successive zone edges. By means of an approximation for large focal 

lengths, the radius of the rings can satisfy the equation : 
 

  
 

  

  
 (λ is the wavelength of light, n=1, 2, 3…), and radius 

of the nth zone (  ) in a FZP lens       
 .19 Setting the focal length to 120 µm at an optical wavelength of 850 nm, 

the spacing and widths of the Fresnel zones were calculated with different n. Figure 1 shows the three-dimensional 

(3D) schematic diagram of the FZP geometry and its operation. The radius of the central zones was 10 µm and the 

lens radius of about 49 µm.  
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the geometry and reflection mode operation of the graphene Fresnel zone plate, 

incident light from the top. 

 

The graphene FZP was simulated by finite element method, in which the lens is illuminated perpendicularly by a 

Gaussian beam with a waist radius of 35 nm. The graphene is modelled as a material whose equivalent permittivity is 

given by εg = iσ/ε0ωtg,
20 where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ω is the angular frequency of light, tg = 0.335 nm is the 

monolayer graphene thickness and σ is the optical conductivity of graphene obtained from the Kubo formula.21 In the 

Kubo formula, the conductivity is a function of the angular frequency ω, the Fermi level relative to the Dirac point EF, 

the relaxation time τ and temperature Tem. The relaxation time is obtained from τ = µEF/evF
2, where µ = 3000 

cm2/(Vs)22 is the measured dc mobility, e is the electron charge and vF = 1 × 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity. The 

temperature is assumed to be 300 K. Note that the optical responses of graphene are not influenced by the sign of 

Fermi level (p-doped or n-doped), owing to the linear electron dispersion relation of graphene. The thickness of the 

N-layer graphene is set to be equal to Ntg in the simulations. The optical constant of the glass substrate is cited from 

Palik23. To obtain the electromagnetic field of the reflected light from the lens, the incident field is subtracted from 

the computed total field. Then, the power flow can be calculated according to the Poynting theorem. 

Figure 2(a) shows the computed power flow distribution of the reflected light by the FZP made by 5-layer 

graphene, illuminated by light with 850-

 cross-sectional lines at the focal point 

are shown in Figures 2(b) and (c) (solid lines), respectively. Here the Fermi level is assumed to be 0.1 eV. This 

simulation confirms the focusing of the reflected light of the graphene-based lens. The lensing effect relies mainly on 

the number of layers of graphene for the incident light in the visible and near infrared frequency range. For example, 

the dashed lines in Figures 2(b) and (c) show the cross sectional lines corresponding to a lens composed of 10-layer 

graphene. As shown, the power flow at the focal point increases two-fold when the layer number increases from 5 to 

10, owing to the increased light absorption.  
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Figure 2. (a) Power flow distribution of the reflected light of the Fresnel zone plate composed of 5-layer graphene. 

The lenses are located at x = 0 on glass substrate (x> 0). Light illumination of 850-nm wavelength is launched from 

the leftmost boundaries of the computation domains. (b) Power flow in terms of x extracted at y = 0. (c) Power flow 

in terms of y at the focal plane (f = 117.65 µm). In (b) and (c), solid and dashed lines correspond with lens with 5- and 

10-layer graphene, respectively.  

 

Note that in the visible the absorption of graphene, which is caused by direct interband transitions, is nearly a 

constant with the Fermi level and charge mobility due to Pauli blocking. The power flow at the focal point almost 

remains unchanged with varying the Fermi level of graphene. As shown in table 1, that at the Fermi level of 0.1 eV 
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the power flow at the focal point of the 5-layer graphene lens was approximately equal to 19.1 a.u. When the Fermi 

level was increased to 0.5 eV, the power flow was 18.8 a.u. Table 1 presents the focal intensities under Fermi level 

ranging from 0.05 eV to 0.6 eV. 

 

Table 1. Change in the focal intensity of the lens with the Fermi level1. 

Fermi level (eV) Focal intensity (arbi. unit) 

0.05 19.1344 

0.1 19.1317 

0.2 19.1125 

0.3 19.0623 

0.4 18.9713 

0.5 18.8689 

0.6 19.0309 

 

The effect of charge mobility was also studied through simulations. The charge mobility μ has negligibly small 

influence on the focused intensity distribution of the Fresnel zone plate in a broad range of 100 ~ 10,000 cm2/(Vs). 

Figure 3 shows the focused intensity plots across half of the focal plane. The other half is expected to be the same 

due to the symmetry of the focal point. With the charge mobility increasing from 100 to 10,000 cm2/(Vs) no change 

in the focused intensity of 19.1 a.u was observed. Thus, the field distribution of the focused visible light is only 

negligibly influenced by the Fermi level (esp. for |EF| < 0.6 eV) as well as the charge mobility (for µ ranging from 102 

to 104 cm2/ (Vs)).  
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Figure 3. Power flow in terms of y at the focal plane with Fermi level of 0.1 eV and carrier mobility of 10,000 cm2/(Vs) 

(black solid), 1,000 cm2/(Vs) (green dashed), 100 cm2/(Vs) (red dotted), for Fresnel zone plate lens made of 5-layer 

graphene under illumination of 850-nm wavelength.  

 

Based on the simulation results mono22, 24 and multi-layer graphene25, 26 were synthesized by chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) and Fresnel zone plates were fabricated by photolithography methods. The as-fabricated graphene 

lens array was characterized under an optical microscope. Figure 4(a) shows the lens array under the microscope, 

                                                

1
 with mobility μ equal to 3000 cm

2
/(Vs) for lens with 5-layer graphene under illumination of 850 nm wavelength 
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while Figure 4(b) showing the lens array focusing the light with excellent contrast. Figure 4(c) and (d) demonstrate 

the magnified version of a single graphene FZP lens and focal point along with the light intensity profile across the 

horizontal direction. It was clear from the intensity profiles that the focal point exhibits a good contrast. The 

efficiency of the lens is 6.57%, which is calculated from the ratio of light intensity at the focal point to the total light 

intensity falling on lenslet. The maximum efficiency reported for the ultrathin lens based on 60 nm thick gold 

metasurface is approximately 1% for wavelength of 1550 nm.11 Also designing such metasurface lenses for the visible 

range will be a challenge due to the fine nanoscaled structures required. The graphene based lenses offer more 

compactness, lower losses, are much easier to fabricate and also offer tunability in the infra-red range.  

 

 
Figure 4. Graphene FZP lens array under a reflection mode dark field optical microscopy: (a) optical image of the 

graphene FZP lens array. Each lenslet 

FZP showing the light focusing with excellent contrast. (c) Single FZP focusing spot. (d) Light intensity across the 

horizontal axis of the focal point in (c). 

 

The lens arrays produced worked both in reflection and transmission mode of operation. In the transmission mode 

the focal point was produced within the glass substrate. Figure 5 shows the magnified version of a single graphene 

lens and focal points for two modes of operation. In figure 5(a), the dark zones are glass and the bright zones are 

graphene, which shows the good reflection optical contrast of few layer graphene on glass. By adjusting the focusing 

position of microscopy, we could get focusing spots both in glass (as show in figure 5(b), transmission mode) and in 

air (as show in figure 5(c), reflection mode).  
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Figure 5. A single graphene FZP lenslet zoomed under optical microscope. (a) Magnified single graphene lenslet. (b) 

Graphene lens work as a transmission lens. (c) Graphene lens work as a reflection lens 

 

To study the surface profile of the multi-layered graphene lens studies were carried out in atomic force microscope 

(AFM). AFM image of a single graphene FZP is shown in figure 6. The bright spots in figure 6(a) arise from the 

polymer residue post lithography and lead to artefacts in AFM images i.e. the black lines in figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) 

shows the information of the height distribution along the blue line. The Fresnel zones were clearly visible in the 

surface profile and the average surface roughness was measured as 3.47nm, which corresponds to approximately 10 

layers of graphene. A few peaks in the range of 8-10 nm range are observed due to the left over polymer residues. 

Optical transmission measurements were also performed for the multilayer graphene which was used for making 

the FZPs. An ocean optic spectrometer connected to the optical microscope was used to measure the transmission 

spectra. Transmission spectra for glass and graphene on glass were measured as shown in figure 6(c). The results 

show that compared to the bare glass substrate, graphene sample transmitted about 75-78% of the incident light. 

Theoretically, the transmission of 10 layer graphene is given by:            . So the measured data is in 

good agreement with the theoretical calculation.  
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Figure 6. (a) AFM image of single graphene FZP. (b) Roughness distribution along the blue line. (c) Transmission 

spectrum for multi-layered graphene used for producing the lens array. 

 

Finally to demonstrate the thinnest possible lens a single layer of graphene was used. Samples consisting of 

monolayer graphene were patterned lithographically onto 0.7 mm thick glass using a Microtech Laser writer (LW405, 

minimum resolution 0.7 µm) with a 405 nm laser. A positive resist (AZ5214) was used as an etch mask, spin coated at 

4000 rpm and dried at 100oC for 1 minute, resulting in a 1 µm thick resist film which was subsequently patterned 

with the laser and developed. The sample was then ashed under oxygen plasma (100 W, 5-10 minutes) to etch the 

exposed graphene layers, and subsequently washed thoroughly in acetone and 2-propanol to remove the remaining 

masking resist, leaving the patterned graphene surface. Figure 7(a) shows the single layered graphene FZP lens under 

optical microscope; while figures 7(e) and (g) demonstrate the same producing a focal point in the transmission and 

reflection modes of operation, respectively. The intensity profiles were also calculated across the focal points which 

demonstrate good contrast. The diffraction efficiency was measured to be around 4.1% for the transmission mode 

and 4.61% for the reflection mode. 
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Figure 7. (a) Single layer graphene Fresnel zone plate zoomed under optical microscope. (e) and (g) show the lens 

working under transmission mode and reflection mode, respectively. (b) and (c) show the light intensity plots across 

the horizontal axis of transmission mode and reflection mode. (d) and (f) show the light intensity plots across the 

vertical axis of transmission mode and reflection mode focal point.  

 

Producing the thinnest possible flat lens using the novel graphene material is a next step towards achieving high 

resolution, low noise and compact lenses for applications imaging applications. By increasing the widths of graphene 

based lens very high numerical apertures can also be achieved. Graphene is also being proposed as a transparent 

electrode for solar cells. By pattering it into the Fresnel zone plates-like geometries we demonstrated it can be 

simultaneously used as optical concentrator.  

Moreover, as a future work graphene-based flat and compact lenses will be very useful in the terahertz range. In 

the terahertz frequency range, the conductivity (absorption) of graphene changes significantly with the Fermi level.14, 

27 Hence, by controlling the Fermi levels (electronically) the performance of graphene based lenses could be tuned. 

Figure 8 shows the simulation results carried out for the graphene based Fresnel zone plates operating at a 

wavelength of 10 μm. With the increase in wavelength of operation, the focal length of the lens has been reduced to 

just 10 μm in accordance with the Fresnel lens equation. Simulations were performed with different values of charge 

mobility and Fermi levels. As shown in figure 8(c), with an increase in the charge mobility no change in the intensity 

of the focused light is observed. However, the focal point intensity changes significantly with Fermi level of graphene 

for terahertz light illuminations. As shown in figure 8(d), that when the Fermi level is increased from 0.1 to 0.5eV the 

intensity of focal point increases by approximately two orders. Hence, we can expect an electrically tunable lensing 

effect using the graphene-based FZPs in the terahertz frequencies, which will be highly valuable for applications like 

terahertz imaging, detection and communications. Experimental verification of these simulation results will be done 

in future.  
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Figure 8. Power flow distributions of Fresnel zone plate made by 10-layer graphene for λ = 10 μm (i.e., light 

frequency equal to 30 THz) with Fermi level, EF, being equal to (a) 0.1 and (b) 0.5 eV. The distribution across half of 

the focal plane for Fermi levels of (c) 0.1 and (d) 0.5 eV. 

In conclusion, we have developed ultrathin multi and single-layer graphene-based Fresnel zone plate lenses on 

glass with nanoscale roughness. Through calculation and FEM computational modelling, the lenses were designed to 

operate in the optical regime. The lenses were fabricated by a lithography technique, and their focusing properties 

were characterized. The lenses were found to be thinner, more efficient, and easier to fabricate compared to the 

metasurface based flat lenses. Hence the graphene lens arrays are highly promising as flat and ultrathin lenses as 

they have the potential to revolutionize the design of compact optical systems, such as laser focusing for optical 

storage and fibre-optic communication.  
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